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About This Game

The game brings a fresh new take on the city building/management genre by introducing many RPG features.

In Towns you manage a settlement on top of an active dungeon. Instead of playing the hero who delves deep into the dungeon,
how about playing the town that houses and caters to the hero's needs?

Both the RPG and strategic aspects will be fleshed out over a series of sprawling dungeons.

Attract travelling heroes that will independently explore the dungeons below, fight off monsters, gain levels, special skills and
collect the best loot they can find in order to clear the land of all evil!

Craft unique weapons, trade with exotic items, obtain randomized loot, set up devious death traps and build a settlement capable
of holding back the forces that come up from the depths!
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Title: Towns
Genre: Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Xavi Canal, Ben Palgi
Publisher:
SMP
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Memory:1 GB RAM

Graphics:OpenGL 1.3

Hard Drive: 20 MB HD space

Additional:The game needs Java 1.6 or higher
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. Lady, this game is not playable without a controller. If I was you, I'd get a controller or a refund.
(P.S. Crashes too much for me to actually be able to play it lmao). weapons are not that realistic. the climbing system needs
work. I could not get off the top of the ladder after climbing up. the hostage doesn't work either.. Very enjoyable game. race
with your friends to kick their butts out
Make love not war.. Awesome game ! I can't go home from work and play F1 Again! 11\/10. EARLY ACCESS REVIEW.

Got this game because it was on sale and looked like it would be arcadey and fun. It is basically Iron Man the flight suit game.
Highly enjoyable and high replay value. Great sense of movement and speed, especially once you get the controls down. Early
access but has a lot of potential and value for what is here now. A campaign mode, arcade mode, and a coming soon "relax" or
free flight mode. The flight physics are different in both the campaign and arcade which forces you to adapt and change up
what may have worked in the campaign but will not work in the arcade. Campaign has some good humor and nice levels, not as
much content as the arcade mode, but maybe devs will add more as it is still being worked on. The arcade mode is more fast
paced, with tighter controls, and not so floaty much more focus on your thursters and handling like you are truly flying, can
actually get pretty tough too. Really makes you feel like you're flying around like Iron Man. I have even caught myself leaning
forward in this game to enhance the sense of flight lol. For an early access title there is a lot more here than a lot of other full
featured titles out now for vr. This has a campaign, great arcade mode, both with leaderboards to give you incentive to get better
and beat the high scores. Also for an early access title it is nice seeing one with a fully realized menu, with graphics settings and
all that jazz. Game runs great on my i5 6600k and 1070. I'd highly recommend this game if you like fun fast paced games with a
good sense of movement and enjoy a decent challenge. Hoping the devs keep adding more solid content to this game, because
this is looking like it'll be a very solid title to have around in your vr library.. Let your imagination run wild!. A tiny game where
you shoot bullets. Meh.. This game is a CRAFTING game, and you can really enjoy and feel the story if you play the normal
mode. I recommend to use the the VN mode only when you want to unlock the other ending. But for firstplay, I would really
prefer to play in the crafting mode... Either way, i really love the story, jst like your other works. Good job winter wolves!.
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What a grim and dark plot for such a cute frog! Play as a frog named Glenn, as you swim into the depths of the water until you
reach the bottom, finding waves of bubbles, frogs that need oxygen, as well as some \u2026 pretty messed-up looking monsters,
all concluded with a final boss. Saving your froggie friends proves to be a very high priority, as there is an achievement for saving
all frogs, as well as reducing the chances of more monster spawns. Gathering oxygen is also a higher priority, as it saves you, other
frogs and destroys several enemies. The overall difficult of the game ranges from Easy-to-medium. There are only 3 types of
enemies you have to overcome, and the boss is basically slowly dying as long as you stay alive in the final wave to the end. Simple
AWSD for movement and Space key to dash.

There is a lack of options and settings to adjust the gameplay experience, but that does not seem to be a big issue here. The graphics
are rendered fine, and the tutorial during the intro of the game is transparent enough for the player to understand.

The art was baffling. From the surface of the water, all the way to the depth of the ocean, you watch as the underwater
environment changes, from a natural ecosystem, to a toxic waste. The near end gave me shivers, as I saw more and more grotesque-
looking figures and monsters. The games thumbnail definitely presented the gist of the game. Very simple animation and effects are
included whether you are dashing, swallowing bubbles or being hit by monsters and your health declines. A brown frog, is a dying
frog, indeed.

As stated initially, They Breathe is a cute yet grim game about survival in an ecosystem consisting of Frogs. Plus, Oxygen. I
remember Markiplier also having played this game, which piqued my interest, besides my love for adorable frogs. The game itself
is only about 0.50$ on-sale now, so, I would recommend trying They Breathe.
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Really fun game. Bought it when it first came out and even now I still find myself playing it from time to time. Great
soundtrack and awesome graphics.. Consider it as a required element of the game. If you buy it, you will not need to play
another weapon ever again.
You ask why? Because it is the RIPPER!. Yet another enthralling and expertly designed RPG from Spiderweb Software.. Really
cool game with a very simple idea. Nice presentation, solid mechanics and a good level of challenge. The bosses alone are
certainly worth the price.. Plot: 10\/10
It is pretty good actually

Artstyle: 10\/10
It also is really good

Music: 8\/10
Decent

Voice Acting: WTF IT'S IN CHINESE
10\/10 feels good man

Price: 32 pesos\/10
with the bad economy of my country I could still pay a coke with the same money I spent on this game

Logic: 0\/10
It doesn't even has tiddies yet is rated "Rx - 18 SEX"

This visual novel (that doesn't have sex) is about a guy, who has a girlfriend, who's just graduated from school, and he has to
enjoy his last momments with his girlfriend since chinese universities in this game sepparate you from any living being of the
opposite sex and also from society, and they literally call you a "nothing" if you don't assist college and nothing would be their
lives if they chose not to go to university so they decide to spend their last momments in a very expensive trip to a really good
place where they can enjoy literally anything because they've spent all their money just on the trip and the hotel there. That's the
basic explanation, there are also side stories that are unlocked after you do the "original" one.

As for the "visual novel" part, the UI is pretty easy to get used to, as it should be in all visual novels, and the visual novel also has
keybinds set as shortcuts for some basic functions like skip, menu and "click" but one thing that I didn't really like was that
there were only 6 save slots, and even though this visual novel is short it wouldn't be bad to add some more save slots just in
case.

The visual novel is better than what I expected since I paid it with money that I got selling stuff from my inventory, if you want
to experience some short romance stories then you should buy this game, but if you bought it expecting sex, well THERE IS, but
they don't draw it.
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